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AUDIT OBJECTIVE
The National Science Foundation Office of Inspector General engaged Cotton & Company LLP
(C&C) to conduct a performance audit of incurred costs by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) for the period May 1, 2014, to April 30, 2017. The auditors tested more than $14.8 million of
the $256 million of costs claimed to NSF. The objective of the audit was to determine if costs claimed
by MIT during this period were allocable, allowable, reasonable, and in conformity with NSF award
terms and conditions and applicable Federal financial assistance requirements. C&C is responsible for
the attached report and the conclusions expressed in this report. NSF OIG does not express any opinion
on the conclusions presented in C&C’s audit report.

AUDIT RESULTS
MIT did not always comply with all Federal, NSF, and MIT regulations and policies when allocating
expenses to NSF awards. The auditors questioned $331,114 of costs claimed by MIT during the audit
period. Specifically, the auditors found $255,745 of inappropriately allocated indirect costs; $52,524 of
inappropriately allocated expenses; $17,266 of inappropriately allocated equipment expenses; $4,254
of unsupported expenses; and $1,325 of unallowable foreign airfare expenses.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The auditors included eight findings in the report with associated recommendations for NSF to resolve
the questioned costs and to ensure MIT strengthens administrative and management controls.

AUDITEE RESPONSE
MIT agreed with all of the findings, as noted in the report. MIT’s response is attached in its entirety to
the report as Appendix B.

For further information, contact us at (703) 292-7100 or oig@nsf.gov.

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

September 11, 2018

TO:

Dale Bell
Director
Division of Institution and Award Support
Jamie French
Director
Division of Grants and Agreements

FROM:

Mark Bell
Assistant Inspector General
Office of Audits

SUBJECT:

Audit Report No. 18-1-006, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

This memorandum transmits the Cotton & Company LLP (C&C) report for the audit of costs charged by
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to its sponsored agreements with the National Science
Foundation during the period May 1, 2014, to April 30, 2017. The audit encompassed more than $14.8
million of the $256 million claimed to NSF during the period. The objective of the audit was to
determine if costs claimed by MIT during this period were allocable, allowable, reasonable, and in
conformity with NSF award terms and conditions and applicable Federal financial assistance
requirements.
Please coordinate with our office during the 6-month resolution period, as specified by Office of
Management and Budget Circular A-50, to develop a mutually agreeable resolution of the audit findings.
The findings should not be closed until NSF determines that all recommendations have been adequately
addressed and the proposed corrective actions have been satisfactorily implemented.
OIG Oversight
C&C is responsible for the attached auditors’ report and the conclusions expressed in this report. We do
not express any opinion on the conclusions presented in C&C’s audit report. To fulfill our
responsibilities, we:
•
•
•
•
•
•

reviewed C&C’s approach and planning of the audit;
evaluated the qualifications and independence of the auditors;
monitored the progress of the audit at key points;
coordinated periodic meetings with C&C, as necessary, to discuss audit progress, findings, and
recommendations;
reviewed the audit report prepared by C&C; and
coordinated issuance of the audit report.

We thank your staff for the assistance that was extended to the auditors during this audit. If you have
any questions regarding this report, please contact Jae Kim at 703-292-7100 or oig@nsf.gov.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
PERFORMANCE AUDIT OF INCURRED COSTS
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (MIT)
I. BACKGROUND
The National Science Foundation (NSF) is an independent Federal agency whose mission is to
promote the progress of science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; and to
secure the national defense. Through grant awards, cooperative agreements, and contracts, NSF
enters into relationships with non-Federal organizations to fund research and education
initiatives and to assist in supporting its internal financial, administrative, and programmatic
operations.
Most Federal agencies have an Office of Inspector General (OIG) that provides independent
oversight of the agency’s programs and operations. Part of NSF OIG’s mission is to conduct
audits and investigations to prevent and detect fraud, waste, and abuse. In support of this
mission, NSF OIG may conduct independent and objective audits, investigations, and other
reviews to promote the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of NSF programs and operations,
as well as to safeguard their integrity. NSF OIG may also hire a contractor to provide these audit
services.
NSF OIG engaged Cotton & Company LLP (referred to as “we”) to conduct a performance audit
of costs incurred by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). MIT is an independent,
privately endowed university that received 64 percent of its research funding from Federal
awards in fiscal year (FY) 2017. As illustrated in Figure 1, MIT’s General Ledger (GL) included
more than $256 million of expenses incurred across 811 NSF Awards in support of costs claimed
by MIT through NSF’s Award Cash Management $ervice (ACM$) during our audit period of
performance (POP), or May 1, 2014, through April 30, 2017. Figure 1 also shows costs claimed
by budget category based on the accounting data that MIT provided.
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Figure 1. Costs Claimed by NSF Budget Category, May 1, 2014, through April 30, 2017
Subawards,
$24,724,176 , 10%

Travel, $8,463,721 , 3%
Other Direct Costs,
$49,231,469 , 19%
Salary & Wages,
$72,265,280 , 28%

Equipment,
$5,142,277 , 2%

Fringe Benefits,
$50,420,838 , 20%
Indirect Costs,
$46,052,315 , 18%

Source: Auditor analysis of accounting data provided by MIT.

This performance audit, conducted under Order No. D16PB00549, was designed to meet the
objectives identified in the Objectives, Scope, and Methodology (OSM) section of this report
(Appendix C) and was conducted in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing
Standards (GAGAS), issued by the U.S. Government Accountability Office. We communicated
the results of our audit and the related findings and recommendations to MIT and NSF OIG. We
have included MIT’s full response in Appendix B.
II. AUDIT RESULTS
As described in the OSM section of this report, this performance audit included obtaining
transaction-level data for all costs that MIT claimed on NSF awards during the audit period. We
judgmentally selected a sample of 275 transactions totaling $10,009,440 for testing, and also
performed a cluster test, which involved reviewing an additional $4,850,462 of indirect costs
charged to 50 NSF awards.
MIT did not always comply with all Federal, NSF, and MIT regulations and policies when
allocating expenses to NSF awards. It needs improved oversight of the allocation of expenses to
NSF awards to ensure costs claimed are reasonable, allocable, and allowable in accordance with
those regulations and policies. As a result, we questioned $331,114 in direct and indirect costs
claimed by MIT during the audit period, as follows:
•
•

$255,745 of inappropriately allocated indirect costs.
$52,524 of inappropriately allocated expenses. 1

1

We identified $53,382 of costs associated with inappropriately allocated expenses, however, $858 of indirects
associated with these costs are questioned within the $255,745 of inappropriately allocated indirect costs. Therefore,
we are only questioning $52,524 associated with these inappropriately allocated expenses.
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•
•
•

$17,266 of inappropriately allocated equipment expenses.
$4,254 of unsupported expenses.
$1,325 of unallowable foreign airfare expenses.

We provide a breakdown of the questioned costs by finding in Appendix A of this report.
Finding 1: Inappropriate Allocation of Indirect Costs
MIT inappropriately applied $255,745 in indirect costs to 50 NSF awards as a result of using
indirect cost rates higher than rates included in MIT’s approved negotiated indirect cost rate
agreements (NICRAs) at the time NSF awarded the grants.
Specifically, when establishing accounts used to accumulate expenses for these awards, MIT set
up its accounting system to apply indirect costs based on either the NICRA rates that MIT had
included in the grant proposal or the NICRA rates that were in effect at the time that MIT
established the cost collector. However, according to 2 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 220,
Appendix A, Section G.7, and to 2 CFR 200, Appendix III, Section C.7, when identifying and
computing indirect rates at Institutes of Higher Education (IHEs), NSF must use the negotiated
indirect cost rates in effect at the time of the grant award throughout the life of the award.
Accordingly, NSF does not permit IHEs to adjust award levels during a grant’s POP as a result
of changes in negotiated rates by quoting the applicable Federal guidance in its Proposal and
Award Policies and Procedures Guides (PAPPGs). 2
MIT did not have sufficient policies and procedures to ensure that it set up its cost collectors to
apply indirect costs using the NICRA rates that were in effect as of the effective date of the grant
award, rather than the rates that were in effect when MIT submitted its grant proposal or
established the cost collector. We therefore questioned $255,745 of unallowable indirect costs
charged to 50 NSF awards, as follows:
Table 1. Inappropriate Allocation of Indirect Costs
NSF Award
No.

Award
Effective Date
6/1/2008
6/15/2008
7/1/2010
10/1/2010
7/1/2010
7/15/2010
7/1/2010
7/1/2010
7/15/2010

Actual Indirect
Costs Charged*
$283,702
149,241
297,543
150,759
176,568
66,980
95,289
216,911
18,946

Appropriate
Indirect Costs
$279,545
147,046
295,356
149,591
175,269
65,946
94,588
215,316
18,807

Questioned
Indirect Costs
$4,157
2,195
2,187
1,168
1,299
1,034
701
1,595
139

2

See Chapter V, Section D.1.ii.b. of NSF PAPPGs 08-1, 09-1, 09-29, 10-1, 11-1, 13-1, Chapter V, Section D.1.iii of
PAPPG 14-1, and Chapter V, Section D.1.b. of PAPPGs 15-1 and 16-1.
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NSF Award
No.

Award
Effective Date
7/1/2010
7/1/2010
7/1/2010
7/1/2010
7/1/2010
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
7/1/2011
8/15/2012
8/1/2012
7/1/2016
7/1/2016
8/1/2016
7/1/2016
9/1/2016
7/1/2016
9/1/2016
9/1/2016
7/1/2016
7/1/2016
9/1/2016
7/1/2016
9/1/2016
7/1/2016
9/1/2016
7/15/2016
7/1/2016
7/1/2016
7/1/2016
Total Questioned Costs

Actual Indirect
Costs Charged*
165,317
133,190
156,923
130,554
46,387
51,730
200,742
144,211
102,086
105,374
91,948
86,294
88,749
48,597
113,212
143,650
166,414
146,946
173,112
133,380
95,548
463,764
20,675
12,847
8,170
4,690
43,651
14,819
26,510
17,577
19,858
14,880
6,849
27,497
25,570
12,019
15,369
13,945
19,793
86,858
14,819

Appropriate
Indirect Costs
163,832
132,211
155,769
129,594
46,046
46,365
179,924
129,256
91,500
94,446
82,413
77,345
79,581
44,466
101,472
128,753
149,157
131,707
155,159
119,548
88,441
429,270
20,231
12,549
7,981
4,581
42,637
14,475
25,895
17,169
19,397
14,534
6,690
26,859
24,977
11,740
15,012
13,621
19,334
84,842
14,475

Questioned
Indirect Costs
1,485
979
1,154
960
341
5,365
20,818
14,955
10,586
10,928
9,535
8,949
9,168
4,131
11,740
14,897
17,257
15,239
17,953
13,832
7,107
34,494
444
298
189
109
1,014
344
615
408
461
346
159
638
593
279
357
324
459
2,016
344

$255,745
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Source: Auditor summary of questioned transactions.
*
Total indirect costs charged to each NSF Award from its inception through the end of our audit POP, April 30, 2017.

Recommendations
We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support direct MIT
to:
1. Repay NSF the $255,745 of questioned costs.
2. Calculate and repay to NSF all over-claimed indirect costs charged to these awards since
the end of our audit POP.
3. Update the cost collectors set up for each active NSF award identified above to ensure
indirect costs are appropriately applied to each of these awards in future periods.
4. Strengthen the administrative and management controls and processes over establishing
indirect cost rates for Federal awards to ensure that MIT applies costs at the rates that
were in effect at the time of award.
MIT Response: MIT concurred with this finding and noted that it had changed the indirect cost
rates and made adjustments for all identified and still active awards in its systems, such that each
award now reflects the correct amount and rate of indirect costs. MIT also agreed to refund all
overcharged indirect cost amounts associated with identified but closed awards. MIT noted that
the root of this issue is the timing of award receipt/setup and the execution of indirect cost rate
agreements. MIT stated that it will strengthen its procedures to ensure that (1) all awards
originally set up with the prior year’s indirect cost rate are adjusted to the correct rate when rate
agreements are executed and that (2) adjustments will be made to ensure that billed indirect costs
reflect only the appropriate rate for the term of the award.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding does not change.
Finding 2: Inappropriate Allocation of Expenses
MIT did not allocate expenses to NSF awards based on the relative benefits received by the
awards, as required by 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Section C.4 and 2 CFR §200.405. 3 Specifically,
MIT inappropriately allocated $53,382 to 10 NSF awards, as follows:
•

Travel Not Related to Award
o

In
2015, MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $20,519 in travel
expenses that the Principal Investigator (PI) incurred to travel to
for 1.5

3

Both 2 CFR 220 and 2 CFR 200 note that a cost is allocable to a particular cost objective if the goods or services
involved are chargeable or assignable to that cost objective in accordance with the relative benefits received.
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months (from
, 2015) to complete a multi-week visiting
research appointment at
. The PI stated that the trip
benefitted the NSF award; however, the PI did not report any international travel
or collaborations with
in the annual reports submitted for
this award. Further, the grant budget did not include any funding for travel, nor
did it include any funding related to international research collaborations. Because
the grant budget did not include funding to support international travel and
because this trip does not appear to have directly benefitted the NSF award, MIT
should not have charged the travel costs to this NSF award.
o

In October 2015, MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $9,626 in travel
expenses that the PI incurred to travel from
to
, from
to
and from
back to
. While the
conference the PI attended in
was a grant-related conference; neither
the work that the PI performed in
nor the meeting that the PI attended in
related to this NSF award. Accordingly, MIT should only have charged
the award for the $825 in travel expenses the PI incurred while in
.

o

In June 2016, MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $7,564 in travel
expenses that a post-doctoral scholar (post-doc) incurred to travel to
to
present at a conference. The PI stated that these presentations benefitted the NSF
award; however, neither of the papers presented related to this NSF award, nor
did the PI identify the papers as award-related publications in the annual report.
Further, none of the post-doc’s effort (salary) was allocated to this award, and
MIT did not report the post-doc as a participant on this award in the year the
travel occurred. Because the post-doc’s travel does not appear to have benefitted
this NSF award, MIT should not have charged the travel costs to this award.

o

In April 2014 MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $5,104 in travel
expenses that a post-doc incurred to attend a conference in
. MIT had
previously allocated these expenses to another sponsored project to which this
post-doc had allocated 100 percent of their effort; however, 23 days before NSF
Award No.
expired, MIT processed a cost transfer to reallocate the
expenses to the award, which had not yet been fully expended. Because MIT did
not identify this post-doc as a participant on this award and the post-doc did not
allocate any effort to the award, MIT should not have charged these travel
expenses to this award.

o

In February 2017, MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $9,390 in travel
expenses that the PI incurred to travel to
to perform research related to two
sponsored projects. Although the trip benefitted two separate awards, MIT
allocated 100 percent of the expenses incurred to NSF Award No.
. MIT
has agreed to remove 50 percent of this expense, or $4,695, from this award.

o

In June 2014, MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $3,532 in travel
expenses that an award participant incurred to travel to
, and
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. The participant traveled to
to participate in an
award-related meeting; however, the travel to
did not benefit this NSF
award. Because MIT was unable to support the percentage of this expense that
benefitted NSF Award No.
, it agreed to remove the entire expense from
this award.

•

o

In August 2016, MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $4,132 in travel
expenses that the PI incurred to attend a grant-related conference. The PI’s
attendance at this conference benefitted the award; however, $659 of the travel
expenses related to airfare for the PI’s spouse. Because the PI’s spouse was not a
participant on the award, MIT should not have charged their airfare to NSF.

o

In July 2014, MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $1,910 in airfare for a
graduate student for a trip that included both personal travel to
and
grant-related travel to participate in a summer school program at the
. The personal travel expenses increased the cost charged to the NSF
award by $482; however, MIT did not appropriately remove this amount from the
expense report. Because the personal travel did not benefit the award, MIT should
not have charged these travel expenses to NSF.

o

In July 2014, MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $6,876 in travel
expenses that a graduate student incurred to travel to
and
. The
graduate student traveled to
to present a paper at an award-related
conference; however, the travel to
did not appear to benefit this NSF
award. The travel to
increased the cost charged to the NSF award by
$506. Because this travel did not appear to benefit the award, MIT should not
have charged these costs to NSF.

Unallocable Stipend Expense
o

In May 2014, MIT charged NSF Award No.
, MIT’s active Graduate
Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) award, for a $1,520 stipend provided to a
graduate student. MIT erroneously charged this stipend to this award, as the
student who received the stipend was not an active GRFP fellow. MIT has agreed
to remove this expense from the award.

MIT does not have proper controls in place to ensure that it detects errors when expenses are
posted and that it allocates costs to projects based on the relative benefit the projects receive.
MIT overdrew funds on NSF awards for expenses that were not reasonable, appropriate, or
allocable to the awards. As such, we are questioning $52,524 of inappropriately allocated
expenses, as follows:
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Table 2. Inappropriate Allocation of Expenses

Description
2015 Travel Not Related to Award
October 2015 Travel Not Related to Award
June 2016 Travel Not Related to Award
April 2014 Travel Not Related to Award
February 2017 Travel Not Related to Award
June 2014 Travel Not Related to Award
August 2016 Travel Not Related to Award
July 2014 Travel Not Related to Award
July 2014 Travel Not Related to Award
May 2014 Unallocable Stipend Expense
Total Questioned Costs

NSF Award
No.

Fiscal
Year
2016
2016
2016
2014
2017
2014
2017
2015
2015
2014

Questioned
Costs
$19,661*
8,801
7,564
5,104
4,695
3,532
659
482
506
1,520
$52,524

Source: Auditor summary of questioned transactions.
*
MIT charged $20,519 of expenses to NSF Award No.
associated with this trip; however, $858 of indirect
costs associated with these travel expenses are questioned in Finding 1 and therefore have not been included in the
questioned costs for Finding 2.

Recommendations
We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support direct MIT
to:
1. Repay NSF the $52,524 of questioned costs.
2. Strengthen the administrative and management controls and processes over allocating
travel expenses to sponsored funding sources. Processes could include:
a. Requiring travelers to specifically justify how each trip benefits the award
charged when completing their expense reports.
b. Requiring departments to maintain documentation that supports the allocation
methodology used to allocate expenses among multiple funding sources.
c. Requiring departments to perform additional reviews to ensure that employees do
not allocate travel expenses to awards for which the employees have not allocated
any effort.
d. Requiring additional reviews of expense reports that include both award-related
travel and personal travel to ensure that the personal travel did not increase the
cost charged to NSF.
MIT Response: MIT agreed to repay the $52,524 of inappropriately allocated expenses. MIT
also noted that it will work to improve compliance with MIT and sponsor policies relating to
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travel expenditures by (1) intensifying the Travel and Card Services Group’s (TCS’s) efforts to
help travelers and reviewers of travel expense reports understand relevant policies and best
practices; (2) exploring opportunities to capture more information about the purpose and
reasonableness of travel costs; (3) utilizing new tools and techniques to improve TCS’s review of
travel expense reports; and (4) enhancing reporting of activities and trends relating to compliance
and non-compliance with policies.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding does not change.
Finding 3: Equipment Expenses Charged at the End of the Award Period
In January 2017, less than 1 month before the 5-year award expired, MIT charged $17,266 to
NSF Award No.
, which did not include any funding for equipment, to purchase
. The PI stated that had purchased this equipment “to
grant”; however, the PI did not receive this equipment until the final 2 weeks of
the grant period. The equipment therefore does not appear to have provided sufficient benefit to
this award to justify allocating the cost to the award. Accordingly, MIT should not have allocated
costs associated with the purchase of this equipment to this NSF award.
MIT did not have sufficient policies and procedures in place to ensure that it did not spend down
funds at the end of the award period, or that it allocated costs to projects based on the
proportional benefit the projects receive, as required by 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Section C.4. As
a result, MIT personnel charged NSF for equipment that did not appear to be reasonable,
allowable, or necessary for accomplishing the award objectives. We are therefore questioning
$17,266 of expenses, as follows:
Table 3. Equipment Expenses Charged at the End of the Award Period

Description
Inappropriately Allocated Equipment

NSF Award
No.

Fiscal
Year
2017

Questioned
Costs
$17,266

Source: Auditor summary of questioned transactions.

Recommendations
We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support direct MIT
to:
1. Repay NSF the $17,266 of questioned costs.
2. Strengthen the administrative and management controls and processes over allocating
equipment expenses to sponsored projects. Processes could include requiring MIT to
specifically review all equipment purchased less than 90 days before the end of an award
period to evaluate whether the costs comply with MIT’s procurement policies and with
appropriate Federal and sponsor-specific regulations.
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MIT Response: MIT agreed to repay the $17,266 of inappropriately allocated equipment
expenses. MIT also noted that it emphasizes that charges at the end of an award must benefit the
award in its Sponsored Program Administration training program for department administrators,
but it will review additional avenues for strengthening internal controls surrounding charging
non-salary items to awards near the end of an award term.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding does not change.
Finding 4: Unsupported Expenses
MIT did not provide support for $4,254 in expenses charged to NSF awards during the audit
period, as follows:
•

Insufficient Documentation to Support Costs: In June 2016, MIT charged NSF Award
No.
for $17,396 associated with hosting a
Workshop in
. This workshop benefitted the objectives of the award; however,
MIT was only able to provide support for $13,234 of the expenses charged, and,
therefore, the remaining $4,162 of the expense is unsupported.

•

Unsupported Hotel Expenses: In January 2016, MIT charged NSF Award No.
for $911 in lodging expenses incurred to host faculty from
while the faculty
attended award-related workshops. However, the reservation from the lodging provider
only supported $819 in lodging expenses, resulting in a $92 discrepancy between the
amount paid and the amount supported by the reservation 4.

According to 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Section C.4 and 2 CFR §200.405, a cost is only allocable
to a particular cost objective if the goods or services involved are chargeable or assignable to
such cost objective in accordance with the relative benefits received or other equitable
relationship.
MIT does not have appropriate policies and procedures in place to ensure that documentation
provided or retained to support costs charged to Federal awards is sufficient to support the
allowability of the sampled expenses. As a result, MIT charged NSF awards for expenses that it
was unable to adequately support as allowable. We are therefore questioning $4,254 of expenses,
as follows:

4

As a result of our audit, MIT contacted the lodging provider and received a refund for the unsupported $92.
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Table 4. Unsupported Expenses

Description
Insufficient Documentation to Support Costs
Refund Not Applied to Amount Charged
Total Questioned Costs

NSF Award
No.

Fiscal
Year
2015
2016

Questioned
Costs
$4,162
92
$4,254

Source: Auditor summary of questioned transactions.

Recommendations
We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support direct MIT
to:
1. Repay NSF the $4,254 of questioned costs.
2. Strengthen the administrative and management controls and processes over processing
expenses on NSF awards. Processes could include:
a. Ensuring that all costs transferred to sponsored projects are adequately supported
by documentation that supports the total costs incurred.
b. Requiring travelers to support all hotel expenses with a lodging receipt provided
by the hotel after the traveler completes their stay.
MIT Response: MIT agreed to repay the $4,254 of unsupported expenses but noted that the
identified instances of non-compliance appear to represent anomalies and unique events, not
systemic issues. MIT believes that its current and ongoing processes continue to provide
assurance that charges to Federal awards are appropriately supported. However, MIT has
communicated the findings to the responsible parties so that corrective action plans can be made
within their departments.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding does not change.
Finding 5: Travel Not in Compliance with the Fly America Act
MIT inappropriately charged NSF Award No.
for $1,325 in foreign airfare expenses.
Specifically, MIT charged the award for airfare that was not in compliance with the Fly America
Act. 5 In October 2016, MIT charged the award for $4,815 in travel expenses that the Co-PI
incurred to travel to
, to host a grant-related workshop and to perform other grantrelated activities. The travel benefitted the objectives of this award; however, the PI’s departing

5

49 U.S.C. 40118
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flight from
to
was provided by
carrier. MIT charged NSF $1,325 for the airline ticket for

, which is not a U.S. flag
.

MIT’s Travel Planning and Expensing policies and Chapter VI, Section F.b of NSF PAPPG 15-1
requires travelers to comply with the Fly America Act, which requires travelers to use U.S. flag
carriers if they are traveling on funds provided by the Federal government regardless of cost or
convenience, with limited exceptions. 6
MIT did not have appropriate procedures in place to ensure that it reviewed foreign travel
expenses to verify that claimed costs complied with all relevant MIT and Federal policies before
charging the travel costs to NSF. As a result, MIT inappropriately charged unallowable foreign
airfare expenses to NSF awards. We are therefore questioning $1,325 of expenses, as follows:
Table 5. Travel Not in Compliance with the Fly America Act

Description
Unallowable Foreign Airfare Expenses

NSF Award
No.

Fiscal
Year
2017

Questioned
Costs
$1,325

Source: Auditor summary of questioned transactions.

Recommendations
We recommend that NSF’s Director of the Division of Institution and Award Support direct MIT
to:
1. Repay NSF the $1,325 of questioned costs.
2. Strengthen the administrative and management procedures over allocating travel
expenses to sponsored projects. Procedures could include requiring that MIT review all
foreign airfare purchases for compliance with the Fly America Act before charging the
expenses to a federally sponsored project.
3. Strengthen the controls over processing expenses allocated to cost categories that
accumulate expenses that may be expressly unallowable under 2 CFR 220, including
foreign airfare.
MIT Response: MIT agreed to repay the $1,325 of unallowable foreign airfare expenses and
noted that it will review and revise its training programs related to travel and its travel expense

6
The Co-PI purchased an airline ticket on
because (1)
has better service and
more legroom for coach passengers and (2) using
is more convenient than using a U.S. carrier
because
flies through the
Airport, rather than the
Airport, which has less delays and
more connections. As neither of these justifications represents an allowable exception for use of a foreign air carrier,
the purchase does not comply with the Fly America Act.
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report screening procedures to ensure that they appropriately emphasize compliance with the Fly
America Act.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding does not change.
Finding 6: Non-Compliance with MIT's Expense Reporting Policy
We identified 14 instances in which MIT employees did not submit travel reimbursement
documentation within the required timeframe after completing travel related to NSF awards.
MIT’s Post Trip Expense Reporting policy requires travelers to submit expense reports within 30
days of completing the trip; however, MIT does not have appropriate procedures in place to
enforce this policy. Although this issue did not result in any questioned costs, we noted the
delays in submitting expense reports and travel reimbursement documentation as instances of
non-compliance with MIT’s established travel policy.
Recommendations
We recommend that MIT:
1. Strengthen the administrative and management procedures in place surrounding the
submission of expense reports. Procedures could include:
a. Requiring periodic training for PIs and other personnel responsible for booking
travel on sponsored awards.
b. Not allowing personnel to submit expense reports outside of the allowable 30-day
timeframe without a justification and specific approval.
MIT Response: MIT concurred with this finding and noted that it is evaluating extending the
submission date for travel expense reports to 60 days after the completion of a trip, based on
experience indicating that travelers and other staff need more time to prepare and review these
reports.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding does not change.
Finding 7: Non-Compliance with MIT’s Travel Policy
We identified five instances in which MIT employees did not purchase airfare related to NSF
awards within the timeframe recommended in MIT’s policies. MIT’s Travel Policy states that
travelers should purchase airfare at least 14 days in advance; however, MIT does not have
appropriate procedures in place to enforce this policy.
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Table 6. Non-Compliance with MIT’s Travel Policy

NSF Award No.

Date of
Flight

Date Airfare
was Purchased

2014
2014
2015
2014

2014
2014
2015
2016
2014

No. of Days
in Advance
12
2
3
11
1

Source: Auditor summary of identified instances of non-compliance.

Although this issue did not result in any questioned costs, we noted that purchasing airfare less
than 14 days in advance prevents MIT from taking advantage of advance purchase discounts and
often results in MIT charging higher airfare costs to sponsored awards.
Recommendations
We recommend that MIT:
1. Strengthen the administrative and management processes and procedures over booking
travel. Processes could include:
a. Providing periodic training for PIs and other personnel responsible for booking
travel on sponsored awards.
b. Requiring personnel to provide a justification for why they were unable to
purchase airfare more than 14 days in advance and to obtain approval from
appropriate personnel before charging the expense to a sponsored project.
MIT Response: MIT concurred with this finding and noted that purchasing airline tickets at
least 14 days in advance is considered a “best practice” but not a requirement by MIT. However,
MIT will continue to stress the importance of early booking, where possible and appropriate, in
its travel training programs.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding does not change.
Finding 8: Lack of Documentation for Constructive Airfare Costs
We identified four instances in which MIT allowed employees to combine personal travel with
business-related travel but did not properly obtain or document the constructive airfare cost
associated with the business portion of the travel to verify that the personal travel expenses did
not increase the costs charged to NSF awards. MIT does not have sufficient policies or
procedures in place to ensure that personnel traveling for both business and personal purposes
are only charging sponsors for costs related to the business portion of the trip, in accordance with
allocability principles under 2 CFR 220, Appendix A, Section C.4. We are not questioning costs
in these instances, as the costs incurred appeared reasonable, however, we are noting a
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compliance exception as we were unable to verify that MIT did not overcharge NSF for airfare
expenses in these instances based on the documentation maintained.
Recommendations
We recommend that MIT:
1. Strengthen the administrative and management controls and processes over booking
travel and submitting travel reimbursements. Processes could include:
a. Requiring travelers to produce constructive airfare costs for all travel requests that
include personal travel and reviewing the costs to ensure that MIT only charges
sponsored projects for business-related travel.
b. Providing periodic training for PIs and other personnel responsible for booking
travel on sponsored awards.
MIT Response: MIT concurred with this finding and noted that it will review and revise its
training programs related to travel to ensure that emphasis is placed on maintaining appropriate
documentation of constructive costs where necessary. MIT also noted that it will strengthen its
central review of travel expense reports to ensure that documentation clearly accounts for
constructive costs and the allocation method is reasonable where personal travel is noted.
Auditors’ Additional Comments: Our position regarding this finding does not change.

COTTON & COMPANY LLP

Michael W. Gillespie, CPA, CFE
Partner
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APPENDIX A
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
ORDER # D16PB00549
PERFORMANCE AUDIT OF COSTS CLAIMED ON NSF AWARDS
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (MIT)
SCHEDULE OF QUESTIONED COSTS BY FINDING

Finding
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total

Description
Inappropriate Allocation of Indirect Costs
Inappropriate Allocation of Expenses
Equipment Expenses Charged at the End of the
Award Period
Unsupported Expenses
Travel Not in Compliance with the Fly America
Act
Non-Compliance with MIT’s Expense Reporting
Policy
Non-Compliance with MIT’s Travel Policy
Lack of Documentation for Constructive Airfare
Costs

Questioned Costs
Unsupported Unallowable
$0
$255,745
0
52,524

Total
$255,745
52,524

0

17,266

17,266

4,254

0

4,254

0

1,325

1,325

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

$4,254

$326,860

$331,114
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APPENDIX B: MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY RESPONSE
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MlcheHe D. Chtdty
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T7 ~hl.1$t:l$ A~ eulldlng NE1Ml01
Ca~. Massa;t.Jsett5021:18-4307

Pflone 6 17.324,9022
Fax
El'!l'al

617253.4734.
m:hdE.!yOtn!t.fdu

Augus124. 2018
Michael W. Gillespie
Cotton & Company 1...1...P.
635 Slater Lane, 4'" Aoor
Alexandria. VA 22314

Dear Sir:
The Massachuscus Institute of Technology (Ml1) has recci •cd and reviewed the audit rep0n,
"Performance Aud11 of Incurred Costs for National Science foundation Awards for the Period M•y I,
2014, 10 April '.30, 2017." dated August I, 2018. as drafted by Cotton & Company on behalf of the
1'ational Science Foundation (NSF) Office of Inspector General. Comments on each audil finding are
detailed below.
Pinding 1: Inappr'opriA!f AIJosatjon of Indirect Cost.5

MIT concurs ~vish this audit finding.
F&A rat., on all identified and still active awards /Jave been changed in MIT's systems arul adjustments
have been mtlik, such tha,.ach award 1ww reflects tl1< correct F&A anwunt and rate. Ml/' will refu11d
all overcharged F&A amountJ associa1ed wi1h identified but closed awards.
The root oft!Us issue is tht timing ofaward receiptlutup and uec111ion <>f F&A rare agreements. For
irutaJJCe. an 4"Yird rt!ct,.\•td ln mid-Ju.ne, •vith on ~flectil~ dott ofJuly I is setup in Mn's S)Sltm.s upon
rtttipt and will often, du• 10 lllning issues wich the rececpt ofF&A agrtemerlls, "':f'~•ct tht F&A rate in
•ffect ar the date ofaward receipt rather rhan the rate in efftc/ on the effective dare ofthe award.
MIT wi/J strengthen its procod11res JO en.sure that all OHJ(Jrtls originally setup lVith the prior )'t.Or's r:&A
rare nre adjusted to the correct rate when rate agreenlents are t:cecuted and that adjustttU!fHS lvlll be
made 10 ensure billed F&A rtjlects only the appropriate rate for the term ofthe award.
Finding 2: lnappropriote Allocation of Expenses

MITconc:urs with this audir findmg and will refund all qutmoned cost to tire go•emme111.
Tht majariry ofquesriantd costs relar. ro travel where the purpo>t ofthe trip and iis relarronslup ro the
specific grant charged WO\ not sufficiently documented and 1h11s allocated 10 an award
inapproprlately. Mrrvolicits rela1ed to 1ra1,.el on sponsored awards are clear 1/tat a/J such travel 1nus1
be direcrly related 10 1/ie award being charged.
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Mfr will work to improve compliance ,.ith lnllitutt and sponS()r policies relaJing to travtl t:qmufitures
by:
• lnttnsifying thL Travel aruf Card Servicts Group's (TCS's) ejfons to Mlp trtn·e/trs and rtvitwtrs
ofrra1..1txpen.se reportS understand Institute IJJ1Ji sponsor policits Md best practicts with rupect
to expensing travel. includiJ1g tht allocatio11 oftravel upenus to sponsored funding sottrcts and
approw1I protQCo/$ to en.sure appropriart allocarion, rhrough rrailting iniriariv<s and rht
di.r.<eminario11 of informaJi(m and marerials usi1111 VPF's website and other cl1an11,ls of
commu11icruion. One of rlie areas of focm will be education and training 011 al/ocat/11g and
reviewing expenses for expense reports that include both award-relaJed and personal rravel (to
ensure the personal travel is 1w1 charged to f1n rnvard);
• Exploring opporrwiities w efficiently and •ff•rtively capture more informatio11 about tl,.11urpose
and reasonableness of rravel costs as part of tire travel expensing proctss, iltcluding th•
relationship of travel to particular awards, tO b.itu position approvers at all levels to promote
compliance,'
• Urilillng new tools and data anal)siJ techniquts to improve tM precision and effic1tlll:)' ofTCS'J
review of travel expense reports (for uatn{Jlt. res is cvrrently commenci11g a pilot 1nitiati\.•t to
11se Concur's •Detect" tool to a11alyu tro>tl upenu rtpons); IJJ1Ji
• Enhancing rtporting <>f activities and rrtnds rt/aling lO compliance and non-c01nplianct wrth
Institute and sponsor policies.
Fjnding 3; F.ouipment &pen._~ Chargtd at the End ot tht Award Period

Mff C0'1l'urs with this audit finding and lt1ill rtfutrd all qutstioned cos1 to the goverrunl!nl.

The instance ofnon-complia11ce idemijied by NSF' "l"'-"""S a rare case in which the Pl made a .ttron8
justlflcatl<>ri that witlw111 such. equipment the scicnctlprogre.ts on tlUJ award would be incomplete. 1'his
led t() llpprovul ofthe charge at the devartment level. Cht•rges at the end of rite award must be11aftt the
awttrd. This principle is included and empf11tsi.t.tcl heavily in tM SPA rraini11g program (Sponsor.d
Progra1n /\dttlinistracion) which is a ont day trnining for dtparr,,1ent adniinistrator.s shat e.xttnd:1 over
several n1on1hs. M/1' believes 1haJ the curre111 tr<1i11ing is sufficient, but li;i/l re\liewadditional ovenuts
for jtrengthening our inten1al controls .surro1,nd111g cJ1arging non salary items 10 awards near 1he end of
on D'ttlard ltrm.
Finding 4: Unsupoorted E• penses

Mfr concun with this audir fwlmg and will refund all qutsrioned cost to rk govtmmtnJ.
The instancu ofnon-compliaJICt idenJijitd by NSF apptar to rtpres•m anomoliu aruf u11iqut ovtnts,
not >)'Jttmic issues. Mfr has communicattd tht findil1g.< to the .<ptcified respo•isible parties, so they are
informt'd and can make correc1ive action plans •Yithin their depar/nierit. Overall, 1WIT belit!Ves 1Ju11 ii$
curr111r and ongoing processes continfie to provide assurance that charges to Federal awards are
a111Jropri(llely supported.
Finding 5; Tra~el Not in Compliance 'vith t11l! fly A1nerica Aet

MIT concurs with rhis audit finding and will refund all qutstioned cosr ro the govenunent.
MIT po/icits related to rravtl on sponsor<d awartls art cltar th{Jl the Fly America Act is a prime
conctrn with al/foreign travel chargtd to frdtral granlJ. Mfr views this issue as btirtg primarily
trt1in1ng related and will rntiew and revist 11S 1rain1ng progranu rtlattd 10 travel wid its travel uptnst
2
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report screening proctdures 10 ensure thar rhey appropriately c111phasi~e complimu:.I! with the Fl)'
America Act.

Finding 6: jSon.Compliance with

~fit's Exoe.nse

Reoorting Policy

MIT concurs with this auditjinilmg.
MIT is eva/uati11g extending the s11b111lsslo11 date for tmve/ expe11se reports 10 60 dnys ajler the completion
of a trip, based on. experience indlca11ng slull travelers atJd other s1a[f need more tiJne 10 prepare and
review thtst rtports. Failure lO prO\'idt tilt reports withit' 60 days res~lt.s in a 1w1ifica1ion to tht tra-.:eler
and approvtr that the report is ovudut Failure to ex(Mnu travtl afttr thisnotijicolion anti on atldilional
warning results in suspension ofrhe trmtler's (or the rtltvanJ dt/10rtmen1's) Travtl Card.

Finding 7: Non-Cnmplianee with MIT's Tra•·•I Polkv

MTT concurs with this audirjinding.
MIT travel policy co1irains tlu staternent, ''It is srrongly encouraged that reservarlo11s fer airline tickets
be mo.de a.r soon as possible (aJ least 14 tlay>) so travelers can obrain atlvanct p" rchast discounu. "
This is consultrtd " bar pracrict" but not a rtquiren:tlll by MIT Exptrienu has shown 1ha1 there con
bt many rta$Ons, includmg aw1i/abili1y ofcolltagues and access 10 tquipment at remote Slits, which
necessilate flui/Jlt travel dales and /Jrtc/ude advance p1m:hrutS ofaiifare. MIT will co11tirnie 10 stress
the iJnport.anct ofearly booking, lvhere possible and appro/)r;ate. i1J lts travel tra.i.11i1tg progran1s.
Finding 8: l.ack of Oocume11tation for Constructive AfrfA!,'ll e<i.ts

MTT concurs with this out/it finding.
MIT ,.,;JJ rt\.';,.,.rand revise ir,s training programs re/med to tro~tl ensuring that ernphasis is placed on
mai.nJaining appropriate doc.ume.n1a1ion ofconsrructil·t COJtJ 'M/1trt necessary and -..·1/I s1reng1Mn it.s
central re\Jiew oftro,·el expense report.\ to ttUure that, where personal travel is noted, docu~ntatWn
clearly accounts/or co11strucrive costs tuul the a/location method iJ' reasonable.
If ~ns'. or require funher information regarding the above. please contact me directly
or ~ --617.258 .•
ofmystaff.

Cc:

M. Zuber· Vice President for R~>rch
K. McGrath -Assistant Director of Travel and P\'Ocurcmem Operations
G. O'Toole - Director of Financial Operations
G. Shor- Vice President for rinnnce
MIT Ol't1ce of Cost Analysis

3
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APPENDIX C
OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
The NSF OIG Office of Audits engaged Cotton & Company LLP (referred to as “we” in this
report) to conduct a performance audit of costs that MIT incurred on NSF awards for the period
from May 1, 2014, to April 30, 2017. The objective of the audit was to determine if costs
claimed by MIT during this period were allocable, allowable, reasonable, and in conformity with
NSF award terms and conditions and applicable Federal financial assistance requirements.
Our work required us to rely on computer-processed data obtained from MIT and NSF OIG. NSF
OIG provided award data that MIT reported through ACM$ during our audit period. MIT
provided detailed transaction-level data to support all costs charged to NSF awards during the
period. This resulted in a total audit universe of $256,300,076 in costs claimed on 811 NSF
awards.
We assessed the reliability of the data provided by MIT by (1) comparing costs charged to NSF
award accounts within MIT’s accounting records to reported net expenditures, as reflected in
MIT’s ACM$ drawdown requests submitted to NSF for the corresponding periods; and
(2) reviewing the parameters that MIT used to extract transaction data from its accounting
records and systems.
Based on our assessment, we found MIT’s computer-processed data to be sufficiently reliable for
the purposes of this audit. We did not review or test whether the data contained in, or the controls
over, NSF’s databases were accurate or reliable; however, the independent auditor’s report on
NSF’s financial statements for FY 2017 found no reportable instances in which NSF’s financial
management systems did not substantially comply with applicable requirements.
MIT management is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal controls to
help ensure that it uses Federal award funds in compliance with laws, regulations, and award
terms. In planning and performing our audit, we considered MIT’s internal control solely for the
purpose of understanding the policies and procedures relevant to the financial reporting and
administration of NSF awards, to evaluate MIT’s compliance with laws, regulations, and award
terms applicable to the items selected for testing, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of MIT’s internal control over award financial reporting and
administration. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of MIT’s internal
control over its award financial reporting and administration.
After confirming the accuracy of the data provided, but before performing our analysis, we
reviewed all available accounting and administrative policies and procedures, relevant
documented management initiatives, previously issued external audit reports, and desk review
reports to ensure that we understood the data and that we had identified any possible weaknesses
within MIT’s system that warranted focus during our testing.
We began our analytics process by reviewing the transaction-level data that MIT provided and
using IDEA software to combine it with the NSF OIG-provided data. We conducted data mining
and data analytics on the entire universe of data provided and compiled a list of transactions that
represented anomalies, outliers, and aberrant transactions. We reviewed the results of each of our
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data tests and judgmentally selected transactions for testing based on criteria including, but not
limited to, large dollar amounts, possible duplications, indications of unusual trends in spending,
descriptions indicating potentially unallowable costs, cost transfers, expenditures outside of an
award’s period of performance, and unbudgeted expenditures.
We identified 250 transactions for testing and requested that MIT provide documentation to
support each transaction. We reviewed this supporting documentation to determine if we had
obtained sufficient, appropriate evidence to support the allowability of the sampled expenditures.
When necessary, we requested and reviewed additional supporting documentation and obtained
explanations and justifications from PIs and other knowledgeable MIT personnel until we had
sufficient support to assess the allowability, allocability, and reasonableness of each transaction.
We discussed the results of our initial fieldwork and our recommendations for expanded testing
with NSF OIG personnel. Based on the results of this discussion, we used IDEA software to
select an additional judgmental sample of 25 travel transactions. We also performed a cluster test
to examine the application of indirect cost rates on 50 NSF awards. We requested and received
supporting documentation for the additional transactions, as well as the relevant information to
support our cluster testing. We performed our test procedures and summarized the results in our
final fieldwork summary.
At the conclusion of our fieldwork, we provided a summary of our results to NSF OIG personnel
for review. We also provided the summary of results to MIT personnel, to ensure that they were
aware of each of our findings and that no additional documentation was available to support the
questioned costs.
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government
Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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